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          We are Related

              Celebrating the communities who inspire and uplift us everyday

              We are dedicated to creating memorable experiences, supporting our neighbors and giving back for a better tomorrow.
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            What's Happening Around the Company
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              Willets Point affordable housing development reaches new milestone in Queens
            

                                    
            On March 6th, the City Planning Commission unanimously approved plans to bring the city’s first-ever soccer stadium to Willets Point, in a plan that includes 1,400 new units of affordable housing—already under construction—and a second phase with an additional 1,100 residences. 
“For over a decade, the City Planning Commission has championed the redevelopment of Willets Point and been committed to ensuring it delivers much-needed affordable housing and other critical elements that will make the area a dynamic neighborhood and destination,” Related CEO Jeff Blau said. “We are grateful for their vision, their dedication and for their approval of this vision that will deliver a vibrant mixed-use community built on the bedrock of thousands of affordable housing units."


      

                                      
            Read the Article
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              Luxury residence The Laurel begins leasing in West Palm Beach
            

                                    
            Now leasing in the urban oasis of West Palm Beach, The Laurel features 322 residences offering an unsurpassed lifestyle inspired by luxury resorts. Designed by Elkus Manfredi with interiors by Meyer Davis, The Laurel's expansive one- to three-bedroom residences present striking views of the Intracoastal, Atlantic Ocean and the city, as well as an exclusive 38,000-square-foot amenity suite across two full floors. On the top two floors, the Penthouse Collection residences include ten-foot ceilings, elevated fixtures and private terraces.
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              Related Midwest completes construction milestone for 400 Lake Shore residence
            

                                    
            On February 29th, Related Midwest reached a new construction milestone for the first phase of residence 400 Lake Shore, which will reshape Chicago's skyline where the Chicago River meets Lake Michigan. Led by LR Contracting Company and BOWA Construction team members, the concrete pour for the first building’s mat foundation required 250 trucks to deliver 9 million pounds of concrete for 12 hours straight. This innovative project will bring a mix of 635 new luxury and affordable residences to the city, as well as adding 4.5 acres of green and open space to the Streeterville neighborhood.
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              Related Midwest's Ann Thompson named AIA Fellow
            

                                    
            Ann Thompson, executive vice president of architecture and design at Related Midwest, has been elevated to The College of Fellows of The American Institute of Architects (AIA). The AIA Fellowship is the organization's highest honor, offered to only 3% of AIA members who demonstrate exceptional careers and contributions to society. Related is proud to honor Ann's visionary leadership and tireless advocacy, which have had a tremendous impact on the Chicago region and beyond.
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            Find out more at WynnNewYorkCity.com
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      “
            Our passion for urban life could not be any stronger. We are committed to moving our communities forward and enriching people’s lives.

      ”
    

    
      
            Stephen M. Ross

      
    

    
      
            Chairman & Founder

      
    

  




              
  


    
                  
          
            Vision and Impacts

      

          
                          
                
            
  

  
            
  
      
            
  





      
  


      




      
                

              

                                    

          
            
            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            Related Affordable provides multi-bedroom apartments

      
                          

            
            Large multi-bedroom apartments in affordable housing buildings, located in metro areas, allow entire families to live together and thrive in the neighborhoods that are close to their workplaces and their kids’ schools. Related Affordable is proud to continue to develop this kind of housing across the U.S.
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            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            New York Development and Design/Construction Teams spend an August day in service of others – Elliott Center

      
                          

            
            “These developments only really work if the community is thriving, and the only way for the community to thrive is people giving back”: Related CEO Jeff Blau and his team, with Hudson Guild’s Ken Jockers, on their day of service at West Chelsea’s Elliott Center, spending precious time with the local children.
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            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            New York Development and Design/Construction Teams spend an August day in service of others - Fulton Community Center 

      
                          

            
            “We are one community, for one city”: Related President Bruce Beal, with members of the construction team, on their important day of service at Hudson Guild’s Fulton Community Center, landscaping its gardens and spending time with the local senior residents.
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            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            One Brickell City Centre is leading Miami's transformation

      
                          

            
            Related Chairman and Founder Stephen Ross and SVP of Development Jordan Bargas share the vision behind One Brickell City Centre. Set to be the tallest and largest office tower in all of South Florida, One Brickell City Centre will become the heartbeat of downtown Miami with connectivity, world-class amenities and an unsurpassed location.
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            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            Related Beal pioneers life science developments in Boston

      
                          

            
            Kim Sherman-Stamler and Bruce A. Beal, Jr. share how Related Beal has served Boston's cutting-edge life science industry for over 4 decades. By partnering with local schools and hospitals, Related Beal is creating high-tech spaces to help today and tomorrow's leaders find life-changing discoveries.
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            Vision and Impacts

      

            
                              
            Related California celebrates 30 years of serving local communities

      
                          

            
            With over 17,000 completed residences throughout the state, Related California builds upon a legacy of collaboration with local leaders and organizations to create developments that contribute to communities in lasting and meaningful ways.


      
                      

        

            




              
  


  
          
            
  
          Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

                  Related is committed to building more inclusive cities and increasing diversity, equity and inclusion within the company and the broader real estate industry.

    
        
          
            Read More
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              Art at Affordable Program

                              Related Affordable weaves artwork into residents' daily lives

              
      
              
            Related Affordable recognizes that artwork has the ability to uplift and empower individuals and their communities. This has resulted in a program that brings contemporary artwork into Related's affordable residences, inviting creatives to share their vision with residents in a lasting and impactful way. By working with local artists and incorporating residents' feedback, Related Affordable's program sets out to improve residents' wellness and to involve them in the creative conversation. Explore some of the most recent artistic collaborations below.
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  Affordable Spotlight
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            Related and community partners commemorate Willets Point groundbreaking

      
                          

            
            Transformational affordable community Willets Point celebrated its phase one groundbreaking, which will become New York City’s largest 100 percent affordable housing development in over 40 years. Related and Queens Development Group (QDG) partner Sterling Equities came together with the city's elected officials and community leaders to honor the landmark Queens community.
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            Related Affordable Foundation and KABOOM! unveil community playspace in San Antonio

      
                          

            
            Related Affordable Foundation and KABOOM! came together once again, this time to build a community playspace at River Trails Apartments in San Antonio, Texas. We are very thankful to Councilwoman Phyllis Viagran, San Antonio Football Club, San Antonio Spurs, the local residents and all the volunteers who joined in this effort, providing this community's children an active, safe place to play and grow.
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            "Build Chicago Together" art mural unveiled at HIRE360 Training and Business Development Center

      
                          

            
            The Related Affordable Foundation, Related Midwest and nonprofit After School Matters brought together young residents of Chicago affordable developments to create a mural honoring their city and its workers, dubbed “Building Chicago Together.” Local artist Erick “ROHO” Garcia designed the artwork and guided teens who spent the summer developing their creative and teamwork skills.
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            Park Club Apartments partners with local nonprofit and undergoes comprehensive renovations

      
                          

            
            Related Affordable is nearing completion of the renovation of Park Club Apartments. The Related Affordable Foundation has partnered with the Zoological Society of Milwaukee to allow the youngest residents of the property to enjoy educational activities at the Milwaukee Zoo, organizing special classes and visits year-round.
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            Related Affordable Foundation and nonprofit KABOOM! celebrates kid-designed playspace

      
                          

            
            This fall, Related Affordable Foundation and nonprofit KABOOM! celebrated the creation of a kid-designed playspace at Southern Hills, which provides an active, social and safe place for kids to have fun and express themselves.
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            Biltmore Towers reopens with modern renovations in Dayton, Ohio

      
                          

            
            Built in 1929, Biltmore Towers began as a prominent hotel and was converted into affordable senior residences in 1981. After undergoing extensive rehabilitation by Related Affordable and St. Mary Development Corporation, Biltmore Towers now offers senior residents upgraded residences, facilities, amenity spaces and more. Related is proud to help improve our residents' quality of life and to keep their home affordable for years to come.
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            Related Affordable Housing

      

            
                              
            Anderson, SC community celebrates revitalization of Friendship Court Apartments and St. Francis Park

      
                          

            
            Related Affordable and Related Affordable Foundation team members joined partners, city officials and locals from Anderson, South Carolina to honor the reopening and renovation of affordable residence Friendship Court Apartments, as well as adjacent St. Francis Park. Related is thrilled to preserve affordable housing for Anderson's residents and to contribute an engaging place to play, exercise and connect for the community.
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    Explore what we create

I’m looking for
        
Property Type
Luxury Condominiums
Luxury Rentals
Hotel
City Centers
Retail
Entertainment & Culture Venues
Mixed-Use
Office
Education & Research
Workforce Housing
Affordable Housing


        




      in
        
Location
New York
-New York City
Massachusetts
-Boston
South Florida
-West Palm Beach
Midwest
-Chicago
California
-Los Angeles
-San Francisco
Washington DC


        




	South Flagler House
	The Row Fulton Market
	Conrad Los Angeles




	View all residential
	View all properties
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    South Flagler House


    
            Designed by globally renowned Robert A.M. Stern Architects and with interiors by Pembrooke & Ives, South Flagler House presents iconic waterfront condominiums in West Palm Beach.

      

    More Info

  






  


      
                  

  


              
  


    
                  
          
            Related in the Community
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            Related in the Community

      

            
                              
            Related Southeast supports South Florida teachers and students

      
                          

            
            In February, Related Southeast team members participated in the Related Cares program by spending time at The Education Foundation of Palm Beach County's Red Apple Supplies Center. Employees helped pack local teachers’ school supply orders and stocked the shelves with essential classroom supplies, which will support local students in need and empower them to thrive.
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            Related in the Community

      

            
                              
            Related Northwest team participates in winter coat and toy giveaway

      
                          

            
            This holiday season, Related Northwest's team members joined volunteers from Holst Architecture and LMC Construction to help distribute coats, pants, shoes and toys to students at Portland's Vestal Elementary School. Once completed, affordable residence Glisan Landing will serve as a new home for many of the school's students, providing permanent supportive housing for previously unhoused community members.
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            Related in the Community

      

            
                              
            Related teams host holiday party at South Shore Apartments

      
                          

            
            On December 9th, Related Midwest, Related Affordable, Related Management Company and Related Affordable Foundation threw a holiday party for residents of Chicago's South Shore Apartments. Residents enjoyed hot chocolate and sweet treats, had their photos taken with Santa and received gifts as part of a giveaway organized by Related Affordable Foundation and local nonprofit CHIGivesBack.
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            Related in the Community

      

            
                              
            Related Beal team members volunteer for local Thanksgiving turkey drives

      
                          

            
            In November, Related Beal team members came together at Shirley's Pantry and St. Monica's Parish to assist with turkey drives for the community. Volunteers helped pack and distribute food boxes, which will feed local families on Thanksgiving.
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            Related in the Community

      

            
                              
            Related Beal makes donation to The Center for Teen Empowerment

      
                          

            
            In November, Related Beal team members had the pleasure to present the proceeds from their First Annual Charity Golf Tournament to local organization The Center for Teen Empowerment. Together with real estate industry sponsors, volunteers and participants in the tournament, Related Beal helped raise over $103,000, which will directly benefit the organization's mission to transform communities by investing in youth and adult partnerships.
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          The 2024 New York City Power 100
      


  
    City & State New York
    February 26, 2024
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          Related Cos. had the two top-selling Manhattan developments in 2023
      


  
    Crain's New York Business
    February 15, 2024
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          Inside Shorecrest, the new luxury condo in West Palm Beach
      


  
    Forbes
    February 13, 2024
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          The 11 best hotels in Los Angeles
      


  
    Time Out
    February 08, 2024
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